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SYNOPSIS 

With ‘Elektra Unbound’, NTGent house artist Luanda Casella 
stages yet another Greek tragedy. Or so we are made to believe. 
Hunting the part of Elektra, three young auditioners copy women 
from literary classics, pop culture and social media. Only to reveal 
their own disastrous lives. 
 

Three auditioners are trapped in a sensational montage of interviews and improvs. As they 
interpret iconic scenes from The Oresteia, the full trilogy about Elektra and her dysfunctional 
family, they start to reveal their disastrous own lives. Late-bloomer director Lua and her fierce 
assistant Lucius, who have a troublesome relationship, never arrive at the point of actually 
staging Elektra.  
 
Why is Lua frantically running away? And why do we get the feeling that these auditioners 
are all deranged? 
 
Rather than the best Elektra, Lua and Lucius are looking for the most tragic person, preferably 
someone with a seriously messed up relationship with his mother. Inspired by their knowledge 
of the workings of social media, director and assistant exploit personal suffering to the max. 
Why? Because it sells!  
 
Elektra Unbound is the second NTGent performance to premiere during season 23-24 in which 
the Belgian city theatre produces three radical reworkings of Greek tragedies.  
Medea's Children by Milo Rau will follow from 11 April 2024, while Persians by Action Zoo 
Humain premieres on 19 June. May and June 2024 will see the groundbreaking festival  
ALL GREEKS. 
 
Elektra Unbound  is a co-production with deSingel (Antwerp, BE) and HAU Berlin. The cast 
includes Abigail Gypens, Bavo Buys, Emma Van Ammel, Lua Casella and Lucius Romeo-
Fromm. The music design is from Pablo Casella. 
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DATES 

• 18, 20, 25, 26 and 27 January 2024: NTGent Schouwburg (8pm), Ghent (BE) 
• 21 January 2024: NTGent Schouwburg (3pm), Ghent (BE) 
• 27 and 28 March 2024: KVS (8pm), Brussels (BE) 

 

CREDITS 

WITH: Abigail Gypens, Bavo Buys, Emma Van Ammel, Luanda Casella, Lucius Romeo-Fromm / 
TEXT: Luanda Casella / DIRECTION: Luanda Casella / DRAMATURGY: Joline Vermeulen 
MUSIC DESIGN: Pablo Casella / VIDEO-DESIGN: Pablo Casella /  
LIGHT DESIGN: Dennis Diels / DECOR DESIGN: Shizuka Hariu /  
CONSTUME DESIGN: Jo De Visscher / ACTING  COACH: Jan Steen /  
CHOREOGRAPHY & MOVEMENT COACH: Lucius Romeo-Fromm /  
PRODUCTION: NTGent / COPRODUCTION: deSingel, HAU Hebbel Am Ufer (Berlin) 

mailto:jonas.mayeur@ntgent.be
http://www.ntgent.be/
https://player.vimeo.com/video/837318391?app_id=122963
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INTERVIEW 

  
She is the author, director and one of the performers. He is the 
sound designer, composer and her long-time collaborator. Lua and 
Pablo Casella, sister and brother, talk extensively about the brand 
new NTGent performance Elektra Unbound.  

 
Let’s start with the very beginning: NTGent invited you to stage a Greek tragedy because 
that is what the 23-24 season is all about in the Belgian city theatre. Why did you choose to 
base this play on the character Elektra? 

Lua: “It was never in my mind to make a tragedy. I even panicked a bit when the invitation 
came. I knew people would expect me to make a feminist version and I didn’t feel the need to 
live up to this expectation. Instead, I quickly decided to go for comedy, also because I created a 
very dystopian piece before this one, Ferox Tempus – Terror at its best.” 

“I quickly realised Elektra had a lot of potential for humor. As a character, but also 
because of the plot of The Oresteia. The one kills the other, who kills another, and then 
another… It’s all very violent and extreme.” 

mailto:jonas.mayeur@ntgent.be
http://www.ntgent.be/
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Pablo: “The plots of Greek tragedies are really basic. You can easily manipulate them to 
tell anything you want. Elektra Unbound is a perfect example of that.” 
 
So you didn’t make a feminist play… or did you? 
Lua: “I am no longer a feminist… (laughs) That being said, there are some feminist elements to 
our adaptation. For starters, the fact that we dó talk about Elektra is a feminist choice already. 
As the plot of The Oresteia (the full trilogy about Elektra and her dysfunctional family, ed.) 
develops, Elektra is completely forgotten. She’s merely a girl on a threshold, crying, talking, 
screaming… Her suffering never ends but doesn’t get a lot of attention.” 

“Elektra doesn’t have a lot of action in The Oresteia: she does this one thing, lamenting. 
But because she screams, she is also subversive. She is taking space and has a voice. She is 
willful. Throughout history, when a girl was willful, she was ill-behaved. While a willful boy was 
ambitious. Elektra is ambitious as well.” 
 
And how do we see Elektra in ‘Elektra Unbound’? 
Lua: “She is a bit in all of the characters. Elektra is mainly an intensity for me. That is why all of 
the characters in our play are an exaggeration of one specific trait. You have Bavo who is in a 
drive of creating scandals online on a drug vibe. Abigail is obsessed with beauty. Emma is a very 
rich girl  living in a literary world. You never know if she’s being herself or quoting from fiction. 
Lucius is a disciplined ballet-boy who is putting the piece together and takes care of everyone. 
And my character is a director who is obsessed with making the piece. She struggles with real 
life so she surrenders completely to her aesthetic drive. She wants to make this piece no matter 
what.” 

 
“WE ARE NOT CASTING THE BEST ELEKTRA,  

WE ARE CASTING THE MOST TRAGIC PERSON” 

‘Elektra Unbound’ uses the format of an audition. Three young actors hunt for the role of 
Elektra. In doing so, they very explicitly reveal their own disastrous lives. What is the 
meaning behind this? 
Lua: “The ambition was to make a pastiche, which is a format within comedy that honors the 
original and mocks it at the same time. Within this mocking comes a form of social criticism. We 
are not casting the best Elektra, we are casting the most tragic person.” 

“Nowadays, all of us portray ourselves as a product or a project, especially online. Within 
this, there is an exploitation of personal suffering, a fetishising of mental illness for likes. When 
you get to stand out from the mass on TikTok or Instagram, it’s because you are considered 
‘authentic’. This so-called authenticity is strongly linked with standing outside of the norm in 
terms of neurodiversity, gender, or race. Through your struggle, you become more authentic 
and profit from that. That’s very tragic.” 

Pablo: “This exploitation is also visible in arts. Artists nowadays attract attention by 
showing how ‘unique’ they are as a person, even before they publish or release their work. It is 
fascinating yet very tragic, as Lua said. We show everything we are online, all our failures and 

mailto:jonas.mayeur@ntgent.be
http://www.ntgent.be/
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tragedies, but merely one day after a new viral story comes and shades our suffering. There is 
no actual healing. This is happening to so many young people right now.”  
 
Lua, you play the role of a director who wants to extract all these personal tragedies from 
the actors auditioning, because you know it sells. How close is your character to the Lua 
sitting in front of us? 
Lua: “It is exactly like me. I am impressed people still want to work with me… (laughs) No, 
seriously, I try to be very friendly with my actors and my team. But every time I create a character 
for myself, I aim to say goodbye to a bad aspect of my personality. In this case, I wanted to deal 
with my anger. Not an abusive anger, but an intrinsic, natural anger I have towards forms of 
structural violence I experience because I am a woman, a person of color, a mother… ” 

“Whatever the anger stems from, inspired by the character of Elektra I asked myself: what 
if I can be this one thing for the whole hour and a half of the play? How can I turn this anger into 
an aesthetic experience and perhaps heal myself a bit at the same time? Comedy is always an 
exaggeration of conflict.” 

 
‘The Oresteia’ is also about matricide; Elektra and her brother kill their mother. Is that why 
all of the auditioners in ‘Elektra Unbound’ have a problematic relationship with their own 
mother? 
Pablo: “Elektra adores her father Agamemnon and hates her mother Klytaimnestra for killing 
him. But Klytaimnestra did not just kill her husband for no reason, she killed him because he 
killed their daughter Ifigeneia, the sister of Elektra. So who’s the real feminist in this tragedy 
then? Is it Elektra or is it Klytaimnestra? 

“Elektra is so focused on her mother issues that it takes over everything. The characters in 
Elektra Unbound are equally obsessed with their mother and how she did them wrong. They 
need to heal from that by revenge.” 

Lua: “We always blame the mother. That’s a trace of patriarchy. I was a lot on TikTok 
during the creation process of Elektra Unbound and I noticed that the mother is a character 
there. There are mothers making video’s about how difficult it is to be a mother. There are 
people making video’s for their mother stating: ‘You always did so much for me and I never 
thanked you enough’. There are teenagers saying: ‘You know when your mother is making you 
crazy…’  It’s very easy to make comedy about this. Well, comedy is never easy but it was a nice 
starting point.” 

 

“BY EXPLOITING YOUR PERSONAL STRUGGLES, YOU BECOME 
MORE ‘AUTHENTIC’ AND GAIN LIKES ON SOCIAL MEDIA.  

UNTIL SOMEONE ELSE SHARES A MORE PAINFUL STORY” 

 
  

mailto:jonas.mayeur@ntgent.be
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One of the important elements of Greek tragedies that you retained in ‘Elektra Unbound’, is 
the chorus. What role does it play? 

Pablo: “To start with, it fulfils the two classical functions of telling - or singing - the story 
and commenting on it. In our piece, the chorus mainly comments on the characters, in a very 
judgmental way. We gave the chorus the role of a judgmental public eye, which refers to the 
comment sections on social media, or the critics that review artistic projects.” 

Lua: “It was very established back in the day that the chorus was a political voice. It had to 
constitute the idea of democracy. In our performance, the chorus is representing the idea of 
freedom and impact we think we have with our online voice. We are all allowed to say almost 
anything we want online when we want to. But just like Elektra, who screams and screams and 
yet is so easily forgotten, we as citizens in democracy have no real impact on society or policies 
with our online voice. Even worse, we are constantly engaging in a very manipulating system 
that leads us to read only certain things, forms groups of like-minded people and increases 
polarisation. That’s what the chorus does in our show: highlight the deceiving workings of the 
algorithm.” 

 
The chorus in ‘Elektra Unbound’ is a text projection, not an actor or a choir. Lua, you wrote 
the text for the chorus, which Pablo put to music. Was it the main element of your 
collaboration for this play? 

Pablo: “Yes, you could say so. We have been working together for years, but for the first 
time I composed music for every single syllable that Lua wrote. I got closer than ever to the way 
she writes. It changed the way I had to compose completely. The text was not written to be 
sang, you can easily publish it. So the challenge was: how do I make these sentences sing?” 

Lua: “One of the first texts we read about what to do with the chorus, talked about the 
efforts of other makers to bring twelve people on stage to sing and dance, and how impossible 
that is. With the text projection, we found a very nice way to overcome a voice-over. A way to 
trust the audience to read and have the singing in their heads.” 

 
The music plays an important role in ‘Elektra Unbound’. Apart from the chorus, what other 
music is there in the play? 
Pablo: “Every character has a theme that introduces her, him or them, and returns later in the 
show. Sometimes the themes intertwine when the characters are on stage together. In the 
composition, it was important for me to make these themes represent the feelings and 
development of the characters. Since it’s a tragedy, it’s all going downhill from a certain point.” 

 
The cast of ‘Elektra Unbound’ consist, among others, of three actors who are or were 
theatre students when the rehearsals started. How is it to work with them? 
Lua: “I don’t consider them students, they are trained actors and fabulous to work with. The 
creation of Elektra Unbound has been an amazing process. Together with the cast, Pablo and 
our dramaturg Joline Vermeulen, we got in touch with Greek tragedies, read many versions of 
the play, did extensive research… Then we built scenes together: iconic scenes from The 
Oresteia but also interviews, a format I wanted to work with for a long time. We sharpened jokes 
together, and deepened the characters. It was quite a technical process but so much fun.” 

mailto:jonas.mayeur@ntgent.be
http://www.ntgent.be/
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Was this a process similar to the way you created your previous performances? Or was it 
really different because ‘Elektra Unbound’ isn’t a monologue like ‘Ferox Tempus’ or ‘Short 
of Lying’?  
Lua: “There’s a big part of my methodology that always comes back: the focus on the way 
language is almost always deceptive and the mechanisms behind this. This time I asked myself: 
how can all of the characters on stage be unreliable and have instability in their speeches and 
dialogues?” 

“Writing dialogues for the first time was a challenge but I loved it. It gave me the 
opportunity to create so many nice interactions between people… The biggest struggle turned 
out to be cutting parts of what I wrote (laughs).” 
 
--- interview by Jonas Mayeur and Joline Vermeulen 

 

PRESS QUOTES 

✒ "A necessary theatre experience" - De Morgen *** on 'Ferox Tempus' (2023) 
✒ "Eloquence and imagination: those are powerful, liberating weapons"   
- De Standaard on 'KillJoy Quiz' (2021) **** 
✒ "If intellectual orgasms exist, you will find them here"  
- De Standaard on 'KillJoy Quiz'   
✒ "The intelligence with which Casella addresses socials issues and uses playfulness as a great 
lubricant for razor-sharp criticism, feels extremely inspiring”   
- Jury Report Belgian Theaterfestival on 'KillJoy Quiz'  
 
 

MORE ABOUT THE WORK OF LUANDA CASELLA  
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BIOGRAPHIES 

Emma Van Ammel (°1996, she/her) is a theatre maker, performer  
and teacher from Turnhout. She graduated from  
KASK & Conservatorium School of Arts (Drama) in Ghent in 2023.  
She is currently working on a new project to be realised in summer 
2025. 
  

Luanda Casella (born 1976, she/her) is a theatre maker, 
performer, writer and teacher who seeks to rescue the art of 
storytelling from its mediatised, doomed fate. Her work has 
been shown in venues and festivals around the world such as  
Spielart (Munich), Edinburgh International Festival or Kaserne 
(Basel). In 2018, she won the Sabam Jong Theaterschrijf prize 
at Theater Aan Zee. Since 2020, Casella is house artist at 
Belgian city theatre NTGent. With Killjoy Quiz, she was 
selected for the Belgian Theatre Festival in 2022. 

 
 Abigail Gypens (2000°, she/her) is a recently graduated actor and 

dramaturg. She is part of an intersectional feminist collective: 
Magdalena Collective. Their work attempts to reposition classical 
feminine narratives and shed new light on them. In 2023 she made 
her graduation piece titled Do You Love Her?, a piece exploring 
desire and all of its pitfalls. She previously performed in Michiel Van 
de Velde's piece Paradise Now (1968 - 2018). 
 

Lucius Romeo-Fromm (he/him) has an extensive career in the 
performing arts field spanning over 34 years. His professional 
background is deeply rooted in dance. He's currently based in 
Belgium and collaborates consistently with European theatre 
directors, choreographers, and film directors. He has a passion for 
nature and wandering around in it. Lucius is a foodie and can cook 
up a storm. He teaches pilates in a community centre in Brussels. 
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Bavo Buys (°1998, they/them) is an actor and theatre-maker who 
combines physicality with sharp linguistics, both in English and Dutch. 
Bavo will graduate from KASK & Conservatory School of Arts (Drama) 
later this year. Graduation performance Planet Winter is based on  
The Left Hand of Darkness by Ursula K. Le Guin. Bavo first appeared 
in Paradise Now (1968-2018) by Michiel Vandevelde and fABULEUS. 
Together with Matilde Casier and Fiene Zasada, Bavo is in the musical 
intervention collective De Miserabeln. Last year, Bavo also starred in 
Up Your Ass by Lieselot Siddiki and Nona Demey Gallagher. 
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